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Steven D. Davis and the UMKC Conservatory Wind Ensemble, and many others. In 
addition to having been awarded many national and international honors, Nick has 
received residencies at Copland House, Willapa Bay AiR, and was a finalist for the 
Rome Prize.

Chen Yi (b. 1953): Woodwind Quintet (1987)

Chinese-American composer Chen Yi writes: The creative inspiration for Woodwind 
Quintet came from the booming tide of the Chaoyin Cave in the Putuo Mountain 
located in southeastern China; the dull chanting from the Buddhist nunnery; the recit-
ing tunes played by Xiao, a Chinese traditional woodwind instrument; and the rude, 
primitive roaring by Changjian, a Tibetan low-range wind instrument. 
 A prolific composer who transcends cultural and musical boundaries, Dr. 
Chen Yi* is Distinguished Professor at the Conservatory of Music and Dance at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, and a recipient of the Charles Ives Living Award 
from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Her music is published by Theodore 
Presser, performed and recorded worldwide. Her degrees are from the Beijing Central 
Conservatory of Music and Columbia University in New York. Her composition teach-
ers were Wu Zuqiang, Chou Wen-chung and Mario Davidovsky. She is a member of the 
American Academy of Arts & Sciences, and Distinguished Visiting Professor in China. 

* Chen is the family name. Yi is the personal name. Chen Yi can be referred to as Dr. Chen, Prof. Chen, Ms. Chen, 
or Chen Yi, but not Dr. Yi, Prof. Yi or Ms. Yi. 

The Music

Nick Omiccioli (b. 1982): ironhorses (2017)

American composer Nick Omiccioli writes: ironhorses for woodwind quintet was com-
missioned by the Pan Pacific Ensemble with support by a Washington State University 
Arts and Humanities Grant. ironhorses takes its name from steam locomotives that 
were referred to as “iron horses” at the end of the industrial revolution. The ensemble 
mimics many train sounds throughout the work such as whistles — high penetrating 
long tones, the bellowing of steam out of the chimney — breathy beatboxing in the 
flute, the chugging engine-galloping rhythmic ostinato, and perpetual acceleration 
through rhythmic repetition. All of the pitch material for ironhorses is derived from the 
blues scale and the form of the work is modeled on the I-IV-V-I progression. 
 Nick Omiccioli is a metalhead in a classical musician’s world. His music is 
infused with visceral musical gestures, driving rhythms, animated textures, melodic 
hooks, and improvisation. The motivation behind his work comes from a passion 
to create that originated from his roots playing electric guitar and an early interest 
in illustration. His artistic background brings a singular craft to his work that is both 
introspective and evocative.
 Nick’s music has been performed all over the world and he has composed for 
some of the leading ensembles of today such as Alarm Will Sound, The Berkeley 
Symphony, the Jasper String Quartet, the Aspen Contemporary Ensemble, le Nouvel 
Ensemble Moderne, l’Orchestre de la francophonie, Ensemble Paramirabo, and Third 
Angle Ensemble.
 Nick has received commissions by the Wellesley Composers Conference, the 
Aspen Music Festival and School, Shouse Institute at the Great Lakes Chamber Music 
Festival, National Arts Centre in Canada, newEar Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, 
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 Chaipruck Mekara is a Chiang Mai native. After graduating from Payap University, 
he received his Masters of Music degree (double major in Music Composition 
and Clarinet Performance) from Roosevelt University, where he studied with Dr. 
Robert Lombardo. In 2003, Mekara received his DMA in Music Composition from 
Northwestern University, where he studied with Dr. Stephen Syverud, Dr. William 
Karlins, and Dr. Jay Allan Yim. His music combines the aesthetic philosophy of the 
East with the compositional techniques of the West. Mekara’s music has been per-
formed domestically and internationally in Asia and the United States. Chaipruck 
has also given a series of lectures at several schools of music in the US. In Thailand, 
Chaipruck founded the Chiangmai Youth Philharmonic Band, the Symphony Orchestra 
Foundation and conducted the “Farung Rum Thao” for Symphonic Band and Thai 
Classical Orchestra for the Princess of Thailand. In 2016, Mekara co-founded the 
Chiangmai Ginastera International Music Festival and Competition, where he serves 
as the festival director. He is now also the music director and conductor of the 
Chiangmai Symphony Orchestra and the Chiangmai Philharmonic and the Music 
Composition instructor at the College of Music at Payap University.

Zhong Jun Cheng (b. 1954): Drum Tower Reverberation (2017)

Zhong Jun Cheng is a professor at the Guangxi Arts University in Nanning, China, artis-
tic director of the China-ASEAN music week in Nanning and a member of the Chinese 
Musicians Association. He has completed more than 80 symphonic and chamber 
works including the opera Lingqu Canal of the Qin Dynasty, the symphony entitled The 
Land of the Zhuang Nationality, and several other grand scale symphonies. Many of his 
works have earned awards at provincial and state levels and have been performed all 
over the world by symphonies and chamber ensembles in Europe, Israel, the USA and 
the ASEAN region. He has been the founder and artistic director of the China-ASEAN 
New Music Festival since 2012.

Asha Srinivasan (b. 1980): Kaylvi (2017)

Throughout this piece, there is a constrained sense of reaching for some goal that is 
never quite achieved, or a question (“kaylvi” in Tamil) that is never quite answered. 
Sudden interruptions continuously thwart the growth of musical energy, which is 
reined in several times before it can break through to the main climactic passage. At 
this climactic arrival, the main four-note motive that appears loudly in ensemble uni-
son (first appearing in the flute after a restive introduction) has a questioning quality 
that is never really resolved. After a final gasp of high energy, the music tumbles down, 
giving up and giving way to a hesitant and forced composure.
 Indian-American composer Asha Srinivasan draws from her Western training and 
Indian heritage to create her compositional language. Her music has been presented 
at SEAMUS, ICMC, the National Flute Convention, and others. Recently, she won the 
Thailand International Composition Festival and was selected for the Mizzou New 
Music Festival. Other honors include BMI Foundation’s Women’s Music Commission 
Competition, Flute/Cello Commissioning Circle, Prix d’Eté prize, and Walsum prize. 
Graduate studies include: D.M.A. in Composition at University of Maryland, M.Mus. 
in Computer Music Composition and Music Theory Pedagogy at the Peabody 
Conservatory. Ms. Srinivasan is an Associate Professor at Lawrence University. www.
twocomposers.org

Chaipruck Mekara (b. 1971): Mong Zaaae (2017)

Thai composer Chaipruck Mekara writes: “Mong Zae Mong Zae Zae Mong Tha loom 
Thoom Mong (Heal!) Mong Zae Mong Zae Zae Mong Tha loom Thoom Mong” is a 
drum pattern that has traditionally been sung by vocalists. The lyrics form part of a 
folksong entitled “Selemou,” a song from Tai Yai (a Tai ethnic group living in parts of 
Myanmar and Thailand). The song describes the daily life of the Tai Yai or what the singer 
had seen. I was inspired by the up-beat rhythmic pattern of the lyrics and used a fragment 
of them to provide a rich musical flavor for Mong Zaae for Woodwind Quintet. 
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and intricate aesthetics instead of the mere physical soundings. He founded the 
Vietnamese American Society for Creative Arts and Music (VASCAM) and organizes 
relevant music workshops and art festivals for communities. Phan is a regular visiting 
scholar/composer to Asia and Professor of Music at Indiana University Jacobs School 
of Music. He previously taught at Cleveland State University and University of Illinois 
at Champagne-Urbana.

Siraseth Pantura-Umporn (b. 1982): Drone for 6 musicians (2014)

Bangkok-based Thai composer Siraseth Pantura-Umporn’s compositions integrate 
eastern philosophies and traditions through western techniques and a western medi-
um. Long tone chant, Buddhist meditation and decorative sounds form the foundation 
of his creative sources. His works have been programmed by international groups such 
as the New Japan Philharmonic, Tokyo Philharmonic, Internazionale d’Italia, Bangkok 
Symphony, Luxembourg Sinfonietta, Ensemble Kochi, Ensemble Multilatérale, Pan 
Pacific Ensemble, Amigo Saxophone Quartet, Ensemble TIMF and soloists including 
Peter Veale, Teodoro Anzellotti, Satoko Inoue, and Yoichi Sugiyama. Siraseth’s works 
have been performed in halls and venues such as ISCM, ACL, the Ryogoku Art Festival, 
Suntory Hall, Tokyo Opera City, Villa Musica Rheinland-Pflaz, Herrenhaus Edenkoben, 
MATA Festival, and Huddersfield. Aside from studying with Thai composition profes-
sors Narongrit Dhamabutra and Weerachat Premananda, he has further studied with 
Peter Eötvös and Aaron Cassidy. 
 Regarding Drone, Siraseth writes: Drone, with this title, might lead audience 
members’ ears to wait for some longer tone than is commonly found in everday music. 
The composer’s attempt to make music that is neither dissonant nor consonant has 
been made by joining northeastern Thai folk music, heterophonic material and vertical 
western style harmony. The final result produces music that is decorated in swirling 
sounds, which in the end form the entire structure of the piece. 

 Chinese composer Zhong Jun Cheng writes: The work takes the folk songs of the 
Dong ethnic minority in the Chinese province of Guangxi as the primary material, and 
uses the “Drum Tower,” one of the typical buildings of the Dong, as a source of musi-
cal imagery. The integration of musical expression within the work is exercised with 
respect towards the national musical traditions of China, the imagery of the natural 
landscapes of the surrounding mountains of Guangxi province, the rural villages, the 
traditional Drum Tower structure and the well-known “Feng Yu” bridge found within 
the Dong ethnic minority region. It is my intention that through these expressions, 
listeners can better understand the cultural source of the ethnic minorities in Guangxi 
as well as the spiritual source of their musical culture.

P.Q. Phan (b. 1962): Phantasia – In Memoriam: A tombeau to my white cat 
Kat (2017)

Vietnamese-American composer P.Q. Phan writes: Pets change lives, particularly when 
they choose you. Our white cat, Kat, was a stray. She took a year hanging around before 
she entered our house and made it hers. One day, she went out and did not return, 
as mysteriously as the way she came. We assume the coyote got her; we heard the 
howling around. Her absence filled us with emptiness and mystery. At the same time, 
fantastic memories of her surpass our sense of loss and sadness. Kat’s mysterious, 
playful, loving and cunning personality has changed the way we think about life and 
keeps us ponder still. She is the inspiration for Phantasia – In Memoriam, a tombeau 
de Kat that honors life-changing forces. The composition was commissioned by the 
Washington State University for the Pan Pacific Ensemble.
 A Rome Prize winner, Vietnam-born American composer P.Q. Phan has written 
a large body of works including opera, requiem, concerto, symphonic, and chamber 
music. They have been performed in prestigious venues and music festivals world-
wide. Phan composes in the Eurocentric tradition and infuses in his works aspects of 
Western and Vietnamese/Vietnamese-American traditions highlighting their profound 
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Hailing from Texas, Michael Garza graduated with his Masters 
degree from Yale University in 2000 under the tutelage of Frank 
Morelli and has been working as the principal bassoonist of the 
Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra since 2001. While in the USA 
as a student, he worked in the Austin Symphony, as a freelancer 
in the New York City area, was a Tanglewood Music Center fel-
low and participated in both the Sarasota and Norfolk Chamber 

Music festivals. Michael has performed in Europe, the US, North Africa and across Asia 
collaborating with such artists as Jaap van Zweden, Yo Yo Ma, Okko Kamu, the late 
Christopher Hogwood and Itzhak Perlman to name a few. Additionally, he has presented 
at the 2009 & 2015 IDRS conferences in Birmingham, England and Tokyo, Japan, respec-
tively. An active promoter of contemporary chamber music in the region, he has commis-
sioned solo and chamber works by Southeast Asian composers of Thailand, Malaysia, 
Singapore and Indonesia. As an educator, he has maintained an active studio of private 
bassoon students in Guangzhou, coaches wind sectionals with younger ensembles, and 
has presented master classes in the region, notably in Hong Kong, Singapore as well as 
in his home country of the USA.

Shannon Scott is on the faculty of Washington State University 
School of Music, where she teaches clarinet and music history. 
She is also principal clarinet of the Walla Walla (WA) Symphony. 
In summers Scott teaches and performs at Eastern Music 
Festival in North Carolina. Scott holds degrees from Juilliard, 
Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris, Conservatoire Regional 
Marcel Dupre, Yale University and Northwestern University. 

The Performers

Flutist and Yamaha Performing Artist Sophia Nicolle Tegart per-
forms regularly throughout the United States, Europe, and Asia. 
She has performed with the Oregon Mozart Players, Des Moines 
Metro Opera, Kansas City Chamber Orchestra, and Kansas City 
Symphony. Currently, Tegart is second flute in the Washington-
Idaho Symphony, is flutist in the Pan Pacific Ensemble, and 
performs in the Cherry Street Duo. Her research interests include 

music by women composers, ekphrasis, and representations of madness in music. She 
serves on the faculty of Washington State University as Clinical Assistant Professor of 
Flute where she plays with the Solstice Wind Quintet. Tegart received her DMA in Flute 
Performance from the University of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory of Music and Dance. 

Keri E. McCarthy is Professor of Oboe and Music History at 
Washington State University, and has cultivated an international 
reputation as a chamber musician, soloist, teacher, and clinician. 
Dr. McCarthy has been active as a performer and researcher 
throughout Southeast Asia and the United States. In addition to 
her work with the Pan Pacific Ensemble, in 2013 she co-founded 
the Light through Music project with Michael Garza, bringing 

double reed instruments and instruction to music centers in Myanmar and the Middle 
East. In 2011 she served as a Fulbright Scholar in Bangkok, Thailand, researching 
connections between Thai traditional and contemporary musics. She has commissioned 
numerous works for oboe from Southeast Asian and American composers, and has 
premiered works in China, Myanmar, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 
Singapore, as well as at several International Double Reed Society Conferences in recent 
years. When not performing, Keri enjoys travelling and adventuring with her husband 
and their three children.
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Members of the Pan Pacific Ensemble have collaborated on a wide variety of repertoire 
since 2007. Individually, each member has extensive experience performing contem-
porary music and direct involvement in numerous commissions and premieres. The 
ensemble is comprised of: Sophia Tegart, flute; Keri E. McCarthy, oboe; Shannon Scott, 
clarinet; Martin D. King, horn; and Michael R. Garza, bassoon.
 The Pan Pacific Ensemble’s mission is to enable and promote new composi-
tions with a global outreach through high-level performances. The group’s repertoire 
includes pieces by contemporary composers as well as challenging twentieth-century 
works. Festival appearances include the 2016 China-ASEAN Contemporary Music 
Festival (Nanning, China) and the 2017 Thailand International Composition Festival in 
Bangkok, Thailand (Mahidol University, Thailand). Through the generosity of various 
grants, the group has been able to commission numerous works for woodwind quintet 
by Asian and American composers.

Born and raised in Harrisonburg, Virginia, Martin D. King 
graduated from James Madison University and pursued a 
career as a band director. After a successful tenure with the 
Alleghany County Public Schools, King studied horn perfor-
mance with Charles “Skip” Snead at the University of Alabama 
and was hired at Washington State University in 2015 after 
teaching horn at Mississippi State University. Dr. King currently 

teaches studio horn and leads the music education program at Washington State. An 
active and versatile performer, King has performed with symphonies including the 
Guangxi, Spokane, Yakima Symphony, Tuscaloosa, North Mississippi, and Starkville 
Symphonies. As a soloist, he has performed with the Saigon Wind Ensemble, the 
Mississippi State Chorale, and the WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Symphonic 
Band. He has performed and given lectures at regional and international horn sym-
posia and his new music reviews can be found in the Horn Call. An advocate of the 
horn in new music, he has collaborated with composers from around the world and 
his CD, Solitary Freedom, features 20th and 21st century music for solo horn. He lives 
in Pullman, Washington with his wife Amber, daughter Lily, and terrier mix Lucy. 
 

In demand as a solo and collaborative artist as well as an adjudi-
cator and presenter, Dr. Lark Powers has performed across the 
United States, Europe, Latin America, and Canada. Pursuing a 
dual career as pianist and harpsichordist, Dr. Powers performs 
with numerous ensembles and two-piano concerts. She teaches 
at Pacific Lutheran University. Interested in scholarship, Lark 
presents frequently on varied topics and is a proponent of new 
music. 
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  Nick Omiccioli
 1 ironhorses [7:57]
 
  Chen Yi
 2 Woodwind Quintet [8:39]

  Asha Srinivasan
 3 Kaylvi [10:14]

  Chaipruck Mekara
 4 Mong Zaaae [12:00]

  Zhong Jun Cheng
 5 Drum Tower Reverberation [7:38]

  P.Q. Phan
 6 Phantasia - In memoriam [17:33]

  Siraseth Pantura-Umporn
 7 Drone [5:51]
  Lark Powers, piano

  Total Time = 69:22 

 

Sophia Tegart, flute/piccolo/alto flute
Keri E. McCarthy, oboe/English horn

Shannon Scott, clarinet/bass-clarinet/ 
E-flat clarinet

Martin D. King, horn
Michael Garza, bassoon
with Lark Powers, piano

Pan Pacific Ensemble
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